
Pharmacy Delivery Software

Manage your delivery process with 
compliant pharmacy delivery software. 
Advance your pharmacy delivery logistics 
from item validation and route optimization 
to signature capture, providing audit 
compliance and peace of mind.

“We went with DeliveryTrack because of its 
integration with DocuTrack. I type in the Rx 
number and can load all the documents 
associated with that Rx: the initial hard copy, 
who packed it, who checked it, who delivered 
it, who signed for it, and the date and time. 
And I can do that in just a matter of seconds.”

Delivery Manager

Eliminate Uncertainty
Searchable proof of deliveries by tote, manifest, 
or Rx. DeliveryTrack customers see a reduction or 
complete elimination of proof of delivery related 
non-compliance fines. Track orders from start to 
finish and instantly access delivery manifests with 
signature, name, and signee role.

No Surprises During an Audit
DeliveryTrack pharmacy delivery software provides 
closed-loop integration and a full audit trail from 
order receipt to final proof of delivery, allowing the 
pharmacy to do full delivery manifest reconciliation.

See Every Delivery in One Place
View every item from start to delivery with real-
time tracking. Answer order progress inquiries 
with confidence, recalculate delivery estimates on 
demand, and keep customers up to date instantly. 
Send automatic notifications to facilities after every 
completed delivery, including manifests and delivery 
confirmations.

Reduce Costs and Increase Accuracy 
Save time, fuel, and money with enhanced routing. 
Automatically create optimized routes and get 
orders to your patients faster. We crunch the data, 
so you get better runs, routes, and scheduling for 
medication delivery.

Get the dedicated DeliveryTrack app in the 
Apple® App Store or Google Play™ store.

Learn More & Request a Demo Today 
866.257.4279  |  integragroup.com/deliverytrack

Manage Your Pharmacy Logistics
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https://apps.apple.com/us/app/deliverytrack/id1608365716
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.integragroup.deliverytrack.mobile
https://twitter.com/IntegraRx
https://www.youtube.com/user/IntegraIncSoftware
https://www.linkedin.com/company/integra-pharmacy-solutions/
https://www.facebook.com/integrapharmacysoftware/
https://www.instagram.com/integrapharmacysoftware/
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